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RA Corner

Inspire
Claudia Pearson

S

everal of you have
commented that
Springmingle ’13 was
inspiring, and that things
speakers said have led you
to move forward with both
existing and new projects.
“Inspire” is a word derived
from the same root as breathing, the source of life itself.
As writers and illustrators, it is our task and our passion to
find a way to share that which inspires us, that which gives
us life.
While in New York for the annual SCBWI conference,
Jo and I visited a display of hats from Dr. Seuss’s
collection, which
inspired me to pull out
a few of my hats for
Springmingle. It was
such fun to see your
expressions, the many
smiles that warmed my
heart, the joy which
doing this little thing
seemed to bring to both
you and me.
Like Seuss’s hats, each
of you is an inspiration for me. Your passion for reading
and writing, your commitment to the power of story as a
positive influence on the next generation are what drive
me to work ever more diligently to improve our region
and the SCBWI organization as a whole. We may sit alone
at our desks as we write or draw, but as I sit at my desk I
know I share this experience with you, that we are kindred
spirits striving to find the words and images which will
inspire and empower young readers.

I can’t wait to see you again, with a new hat or two,
and maybe a new manuscript to share! For those who live
in Mississippi, we will not be strangers. Jo and Heather
and I have been working with the Regional Team in
Louisiana for several years now, and we plan to remain
close friends and SCBWI teammates. For those in the
Florida Panhandle, we know some of you well and hope to
get to know the rest of you soon. Change can be inspiring
and we hope that the recent regional changes will help us
grow and serve you all better. - – Claudia			
		

SAVE THE DATE:
March 28-30, 2014

Springmingle ’14
Change of Date

“Inspire” is a
word derived
from the same
root as breathing,
the source
of life itself.

The 2014 international SCBWI Winter conference
will conflict with our traditional Springmingle date;
therefore, Springmingle ’14 will be March 28-30,
2014. Be sure to mark it on your calendar!

illustration by Shanda McCloskey
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Write Angles

Finding the Elusive PERFECT
Rhyme and Meter
Lane Fredrickson

O

kay, so you’ve heard the rhyme and meter
ordinance: Your rhyme and meter must be
PERFECT to publish a rhyming picture book. But what
does that mean? If you’ve been at this a while, you know
the rules are as varied as the rule tellers. I spent six years
trying to sort out this very conundrum, and what I learned
may surprise you.
Perfect meter is called acatalectic. And you do not, I
repeat, do NOT, have to write acatalectic meter to publish.
What you need to know is the architecture, the structure,
the poetry. For the record, this specifically does NOT
mean making sure that each line has the same (or nearly
the same) number of syllables. Counting syllables is a
waste of time for one very important reason: All syllables
are not created equal.

Meter is made up of three constituent components:
stressed and unstressed syllables, metrical feet, and metrical
lines. Anyone who is willing to work at it can learn to
build great meter. But trust me, studying the mechanics of
poetry can be as interesting as staring at dirt. I stared at a
lot of dirt. And then I turned all that complicated, jargonladen prose into a low-text, graphic-based website called
RhymeWeaver.com. RhymeWeaver breaks down rhyme
and meter into highly mnemonic mini-lessons that show
(don’t tell) you how to build from the ground up. Check it
out – it’s free! Lane Fredrickson is the author of the rhyming picture book, WATCH
YOUR TONGUE, CECILY BEASLEY (Sterling 2012). She holds
degrees in both English and psychology and is slowly working toward
an MA in British literature.

Regional Realignment
R

ecently SCBWI realigned a few regions to better serve
members in all regions. Southern Breeze now consists
of Alabama, Georgia, and the Florida Panhandle. The
Florida Panhandle is considered to be west of Tallahassee
Mississippi
(Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa, Walton, Holmes,
Washington, Bay, Jackson, Calhoun, Gulf, Gadsden,
Liberty, and Franklin counties). Members in Mississippi
are now part of the Louisiana/Mississippi region.
Although this is an official realignment, please remember
that all SCBWI members are welcome at any SCBWI event, no
matter where they live. Members are also free to align themselves with
any region they would like. If you would like to be listed in a region other than
the one in which you reside, please notify Gee Cee Addison at the SCBWI office:
gcaddison@scbwi.org.

Florida

We will miss our Mississippi friends, but we know that they are joining with fun and fruitful
members in Louisiana. We welcome the Florida Panhandle members (many of whom have been joining us
at events for years). 5
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Sketchbook

Fox Theatre
Sketch Book
Event Wrap-Up
Lisa Lowe Stauffer

O

n March 9, our second
Artists’ Date, thirteen
Breezer illustrators (and one
writer) visited the fabulous Fox
Theatre in Atlanta. We brought
sketchbooks and cameras, and
spent two luxurious hours
soaking in the atmosphere.
The historic Fox Theatre was
originally built as a Shriner’s
temple in the late 1920s and
the interior is described as a masterpiece of trompe l’oeil.
There are false balconies, beams, and tents, as well as
ornate grillwork, lamps, phone booths, closets, and doors.
No item, even the most practical, has been left unadorned.
It was truly a feast for the eyes. We visited different areas
within the auditorium, as well as the lobbies, restrooms,
back hallway, and the Egyptian Ballroom. Afterwards at
lunch in a nearby restaurant, the illustrators passed around
their sketchbooks, sharing the morning’s inspirations.
Here are some sketches
from the day. Can’t wait for
the next Artists’ Date! -

More sketch events
on page 25

Jan Clifton Watford’s
photo and sketch:

Leighanne Schneider’s
sketches:

Heather Ozee’s sketches:
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Drawing on Experience

“Never quit.”
Denise Plauché, Winner of the 2013
Liz Conrad Scholarship

T

hat’s a quote—and tip—I take to heart from
illustrator Will Terry, who spoke in February at the
SCBWI Southern Breeze Illustrators’ Day. It has taken
me many years of yearning and indecision before finally
pursuing a career in illustration, and I can thank such
encouragement from others for my commitment to stay the
course.
It was an eye-opening and rewarding experience
to be able to show my portfolio to the distinguished
professionals and to view those of fellow illustrators in
attendance at the conference. I took away lots to think
about regarding career directions, as well as how my work
may develop. The illustrious speakers and the officers
and volunteers of Southern Breeze deserve a hearty and
appreciative thank you for producing such an informationpacked event. This was the first SCBWI conference I have
attended, and I thoroughly enjoyed meeting members of
Southern Breeze. I look forward to seeing them again at
future conferences and events!
While I did not have the pleasure of knowing Liz
Conrad in her lifetime, what I have learned is that “never
quit” can be used to describe her tenacity for life in the
face of great adversity. One can but admire and want to
emulate the courage and work ethic that enabled her to
pursue her greatest passion throughout all her days. It was
a privilege to attend in Liz’s honor. Thank you so much for
your generosity! -

2013 Liz Conrad Scholarship, winning illustration

A Helping Hand

Denise Plauché is a freelance artist and illustrator who works in a
variety of traditional drawing and painting media, combining them
with digital illustration and animation techniques. She is completing a
master of fine arts degree in illustration at Savannah College of Art and
Design. See more of her work at deniseplauche.com.

Southern Breeze would like to continue to offer
the Liz Conrad Portfolio Critique Scholarship, but
we need your help. To support this valuable member
benefit, send your donation to:
Liz Conrad Scholarship, Southern Breeze,
P.O. Box 26282, Birmingham, AL 35260.
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Need Inspiration, Advice,
or a Chance to Network?
Stephanie Moody

A

sk your Local Liaison to partner with your library
and its friends group for a Schmooze.
Librarians know children’s favorites – from typing cows
to bus driving pigeons. Plus, libraries are a rich resource
of popular children’s material that librarians are eager to
share.
Library systems seldom charge a fee for conference
rooms–which means, they’re free–and friends groups often
provide coffee, even cream cheese and bagels–and did I
mention they’re free?
Just ask Stephanie Moody. Okay, that’s me...er, ’tis I,
for you grammarians. I’m the
Local Liaison for the North
Fulton area of Atlanta. I
use my neighborhood
library often. It’s the
perfect site for
a Schmooze.

It’s free. It’s quiet. It has ample examples of books and
magazines.
Here’s a peek at some of the Schmoozes I’ve hosted.
“New Ideas for a New Year,” by Lola Schaefer, author
of more than 250 books for children. Lola used her own
works and books from the library to show the difference
between cute story ideas and attention-grabbing ideas that
hit bull’s-eyes with editors.
“Writing Nonfiction for Kids,” featuring Southern
Breezers Toni Rhodes and Heather Kolich, long-time
contributors to the educational market. Got an itch
to know more about a subject? Toni and Heather
showed writers how to dig deeper for information about
something that fascinates children.
“The Ins and Outs of Getting Published–from Fame
to Fortune in, Oh, 15 Years,” with Diane Shore. Using
picture books to easy readers to rhyming books Diane
showed how perseverance put her on her way.
Want more?
When I found out Jody Feldman, winner of the Georgia
Children’s Book Award for THE GOLLYWHOPPER
GAMES was coming through town, I asked her to do a
meet and greet.
You’ve probably got even better ideas for a Schmooze.
Share them with your Local Liaison. Let her or him know
what would inspire you or help you refine your craft.
And don’t forget to mine the books at your local library.
You are welcome at my Schmoozes, too. No charge. Hot
coffee. Just send your e-mail address to Stephanie “Ani”
Moody (Moodyviews@bellsouth.net) to be added to my
list. Stephanie Moody’s work has been published in the United States,
Canada and the UK. She is chairman of the board of trustees of the
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library System, with thirty-four branches and a
collection topping 2.5 million. www.Moodyviews.com
illustration by Shanda McCloskey
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WIK Comes
Early This Year!

Matt de la Peña!
Young adult novelist and picture
book author Matt de la Peña will
provide the keynote address and
lead an intensive for wik13. De
la Peña’s novels have been selected
repeatedly as YALSA Best Book
for Young Adults and BALL
DON’T LIE was developed into
a movie. You won’t want to miss what this critically
acclaimed author has to say! Registration information
at www.southern-breeze.net

Sharon Pegram, wik13 Conference Coordinator
One week early, to be precise. “Writing & Illustrating
for Kids,” Southern Breeze’s fall conference, is October 12,
2013. That’s the second weekend of October instead of
the usual third, and it may become our regular weekend
for the conference. The location remains the same: Spain
Park High School in beautiful Birmingham, AL. As wik
veterans can attest, the program will be packed with the
most conference fun you can have in one day.
Michelle Poploff, vice president and executive editor
at Delacorte Press (an imprint of Random House), is on
this year’s faculty. Michelle’s projects include Newbery
Honor Book HATTIE BIG SKY by Kirby Larson and
Newbery winner MOON OVER MANIFEST by
Clare Vanderpool. She edits all genres of middle-grade
and young adult fiction, although she does admit to a
particular fondness for historical fiction and southern
voices.
Heather Alexander, editor at Dial Books for Young
Readers (an imprint of Penguin), will also be joining us.
She edits the whole range of children’s literature, from
board books to young adult.
Offering the agents’ perspective will be both Sally

Apokedek of Leslie Stobbe Literary Agency and Jennifer
Rofe of Andrea Brown Literary Agency. Jennifer represents
children’s fiction from picture books to young adult and
says middle-grade is her soft spot. We are working on
having a hands-on demonstration session for illustrators.
A certain number of formal critique spots with faculty
members will be available, and a newly upgraded
informal critique session will make its debut. We’ll also
offer written-only critiques from industry professionals.
For more information go to www.southern-breeze.net/
Workshop_Schedules.html.
Plan now to be in Birmingham on October 12 for a
WIK you won’t want to miss! -

Buddy up for wik13!

New program pairs Southern
Breeze veterans with newcomers

If you’re a regular at Southern Breeze events, chances are
you’re so comfortable with our warm and friendly bunch,
you might not even remember how scary it felt to come to
that first conference, knowing no one and wondering what
to do.
Wouldn’t it have been comforting if someone had been
waiting to welcome you, introduce you to new faces, and
help you find your way?
That’s the kind of hospitality Southern Breeze wants
to provide with our new Conference Buddies program,
debuting at wik13. We’ll pair veteran Breezers with firsttime attendees who request a buddy. Veteran buddies will

take just a little time out to help these rookies meet other
members, navigate the conference, and get comfortable.
If you’ve been a member of SCBWI Southern Breeze
for at least two years, have attended at least two regional
conferences, and plan to attend wik13, won’t you take part
in the first ever Conference Buddies program? Contact
coordinator Dori Kleber at writer@bellsouth.net to
volunteer or to get more information.

Dori Kleber

Dori Kleber is the marketing and publicity coordinator for Southern
Breeze, and is spearheading the region’s efforts to build mentoring
programs for members.
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Springmingle ‘13: (from left to right) Top Row: Carmen Agra Deedy, Nikki Grimes, illustrators informal critique group | Second Row: Chad
Beckerman, Jill Corcoran, Will Terry and Beck McDowell, Katherine Jacobs | Third Row: First Pages Panel, Dianne Hess | Bottom Row: Southern
Breeze Book Launchers (Jodi Wheeler-Toppen, Alison Hertz, Anthony Pearson, Mary Ann Rodman, Heather Montgomery, Jo Kittinger, Gail
Karwoski, Beck McDowell, Elizabeth Dulemba, and Ashleigh Hally

10
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Springmingle13 Wrap-Up
Kathleen Bradshaw

W

riting and illustrating can be lonely endeavors.
Perhaps that’s why at the outset Springmingle
’13 seemed more like a family reunion than a creator’s
conference. But along with the camaraderie was
anticipation. Pens were poised over notebooks and sketch
books. Attendees were intent on the business of perfecting
their craft. Springmingle and Illustrators’ Day ’13 did not
disappoint. Our regional leadership brought together some
of the industry’s best to share experience, knowledge, and
guidance for those who came to receive it.
Carmen Agra Deedy set the tone with her delightful
storytelling. (Pass the tissues, please.) Nikki Grimes
shared her experience with novels in verse. Illustrator
Will Terry and art director Chad Beckerman (Abrams)
sent illustrators home with inspiration to let go of
“preciousness” and get on with self-promotion. Southern
Breezer Beck McDowell and her agent Jill Corcoran

(Herman Agency) provided insight into the author/
agent relationship. Editors Dianne Hess (Scholastic) and
Katherine Jacobs (Roaring Brook Press) gave guidance
for getting your work past the “first reader” by creating a
compelling hook to help editors pitch the book.
The Springmingle atmosphere was charged with
creativity. But the most inspirational aspect of the
conference was the volunteer spirit. From the bookstore
and registration table to informal critiques, volunteers
made it happen. They took care of the autograph party,
the book basket, and our speakers. This kindred spirit
also helps us through the solitary days at work as we stay
connected through critique groups, the listerv, and our
blogs. There’s always something of value being shared.
Such is the spirit of Southern Breeze. -

Building Poems with Nikki Grimes
Monique Fields

I

t was clear from the beginning that Nikki Grimes’s
Springmingle intensive was going to be, well, intense.
Before we met, the New York Times best-selling author
assigned homework. We had to create four character
sketches, complete with family structure and quirks, to
use during the workshop. We were also sent a reading list
for inspiration.
Each of us, she said on the day of the intensive, would
develop a suite of poems. She provided the scaffolding or
structure on which the story would hang, and we provided
the characters, word play, story arcs, setting, and dialogue.
“The only thing that matters is that you get your story
told,” she said.
Nikki challenged us to begin writing with a question.
It had to be a question on which a story would turn, a
question our story would answer. She advised us to return

to the question throughout the writing process.
“Keep asking the question. Why? What intrigues you?
What is it about the character that moves you?”
We didn’t only write and ask questions; we also
performed. Nikki shared a few lyrical lines from MY
MAN BLUE. As we recited the poem, Nikki showed us
how to move to the beat and illustrate the poem’s words
with movement.
Many of us left the intensive with a suite of poems.
When it seemed we could not write another word, Nikki
left us with a quote from Yoda, who encouraged Luke
Skywalker in “Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes
Back.”
“Try not. Do. Or do not. There is no ‘try.’” Monique Fields is a journalist and teacher. She blogs at
Honeysmoke.com.
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Critique Demystified:

Something to Look for at the Conference
Olga Ivanidi

T

hough most aspiring writers have critique groups,
an analysis from a professional can be intimidating.
This year at Springmingle ‘13 I took advantage of both
“written only” and “formal face-to-face” critiques to
submit two manuscripts. Submitting my manuscript, I
kept in mind that editors and agents aren’t there to tell us
that we are bad, but rather to help us improve, because
their success depends on good writers.
I was thrilled when I received my “written only” critique
from Jill Corcoran. She inserted comments on the pages
of my manuscript concerning characters’ development,
dialogue, and language, plus wrote suggestions for
improvement.
My formal critiquer, Katherine Jacobs, was very
friendly and started off with praising what she liked in
the manuscript. Hearing positive feedback was certainly
very encouraging for a beginning writer! Katherine went

on to give hints on revising the work, such as giving my
characters more personality and layers. She pointed out
places where the prose could be tightened. Since my book
is Christmas-themed, she explained how I could make
the story transcend the holiday. At the end of the fifteenminute session I even had time to ask a question.
Each critiquer was also required to fill out a form
pointing out positive aspects of the work, elements
requiring attention, notes on character development, plot
and structure, voice and marketability, so I have a solid
ground to work from when revising.
Overall it was a rewarding experience and made me look
at my manuscripts with fresh eyes. Olga Ivanidi writes picture books, chapter books, and middle-grade
novels. She is currently working on a book set in the most beautiful
city in the world (in her opinion), New Orleans. She blogs on writing at
http://olgaivanidiauthor.wordpress.com.

New Englander Goes South to Mingle
Risa Kaplan

M

y Friday lunch companion at Springmingle ‘13
told me on Saturday I held the honor of being
the participant who traveled the farthest. That wasn’t too
hard–I’m a Yankee from New England! I’m moving to
Atlanta and thought I would come to Southern Breeze’s
Springmingle. I figured it was a great way to meet new
people from the area. I’d just finished my first two picture
books. My online writing instructor encouraged me to
join SCBWI and this was my first conference.
All the southern accents intrigued me, having a heavy
Brooklyn one myself. The young women I lunched with
on Saturday were very entertaining. TK Read allowed

me to facilitate an informal critique group and the ladies
I met were so gracious. We read all the submissions and
wrote our comments right on the manuscripts, making it
easier to just talk.
The highlight of the weekend was my formal critique
with Dianne Hess. She helped me focus on sticking with
one theme.
I am grateful for the opportunities at Springmingle:
hearing wonderful speakers, learning more about my craft,
and meeting fellow writers. Risa Kaplan is a former political consultant who is in a fantasy baseball
league. She writes in rhyme and looks forward to mastering the
picture book genre.

12
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Illustrators’ Day Wrap-Up
Christina Ebert-Klaven

“Creativity is thinking
up new things.
Innovation is doing
new things.”

W

hile this quote comes from an
economist, it’s also an important
mindset for artists, as we learned at
Illustrators’ Day 2013! In an event packed
with presentations by industry pros and
topped off with a fabulous cocktail party
hosted by Binders Art Supply, attendees
benefited from a jump start to their
creativity and were reminded that it’s
critical in today’s world to be entrepreneurs
in addition to being illustrators. Many
fresh ideas came from Chad Beckerman,
art director at Abrams Books for Young Readers, and illustrator extraordinaire Will Terry. Chad and Will provided
eye-opening and innovative ideas such as promoting your work on the photo sharing app Instagram or using the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter.com to finance a self-published book concept.
Adding to the inspiring presentations, illustrator Mark Braught
discussed the mentorship project he supervised. Each illustrator
selected one item from each of three lists–places, time periods, and
animals–and created an environment that communicated how the
illustrator perceived him or herself. Mark’s students were invited to the
front to show their finished pieces and field questions (photo above).
Last but not least, Dianne Hess, executive editor at Scholastic Press,
joined everyone for a review of attendees’ self-promotional items and
portfolios. Everyone benefited from the constructive criticism provided
by our experts.
Illustrators’ Day left
us all anticipating the next great event! Many thanks to our Southern
Breeze Illustrator Coordinator Elizabeth Dulemba and Assistant
Coordinator Kathleen Bradshaw for making these events happen. -

13
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Member Profile:

Emma
Stephens
From Passion
Toward Breakthrough
Interview by
Gail Langer Karwoski

14
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E

mma Stephens’s luscious prose has twice claimed a
prize in the Southern Breeze writing contest. Meet
this gifted writer as she travels the road from passion
toward breakthrough.
Tell us your backstory.
I grew up in England and moved to the United States
at twenty. My husband is American, and we have a sevenyear-old daughter who is half and half. The rest of my
family still lives in the northwest of England. They’re
dysfunctional enough that I have plenty of angst to pour
into my stories but lovable enough that my phone bills are
huge!
When did you decide you were a writer?
I wrote my first book when I was four–“The Great
Hedgehog Escape.” In creating that harrowing tale of
misplaced spikes, I found a magic that I’ve never found
anywhere else and chasing that magic has kept me writing
ever since.
How do you fit writing into your days?
I teach high-school English, and my students are a
great source of inspiration. Their vivid language and daily
dramas remind me what young people care about, so even
while I’m working, book ideas are spinning around in my
brain. I try to spend two to three hours writing before
picking up my daughter in the afternoon. And when I’m
inspired (or suffering from insomnia), I write well past the
witching hour (and wear extra concealer in the morning).
What guides you as a writer?
William Wordsworth said, “Fill the page with the
breathings of your heart.” This quote reminds me that
passion is compelling. If I’m not consumed by the story, I
stop writing. If the story does not live and breathe for the
writer, it has no chance with the reader.
What are you working on?
I just finished the first novel in what I hope will be a
series. “Covenant” tells the story of Graciela, a sixteenyear-old scarred by broken promises who moves to Elder
Grove, England, where oaths are spoken in an ancient
language and sealed with blood. There, Graciela learns that
she is heir to one of the seven secret covenant sites–man’s
only link to the mysterious Source. Her discovery draws
her into a dangerous battle for one of the last outposts of
light–a battle which just might restore Graciela’s faith in

love, if she can survive. This story won honorable mention
in the 2012 Southern Breeze writing contest.
Have you completed other novels?
My first novel, “Every Other Day,” is about a teenage
artist who paints in hues of destruction and pain. When
violence shatters her already fractured family, Ellie
abandons the adult mire of hospitals and courtrooms and
pursues love for herself with disastrous results. This story
won third place in the 2010 Southern Breeze writing
contest.
Besides the contests, how has Southern Breeze helped
you?
Before joining, I didn’t really put my writing out there.
Now, thanks to my wonderful writing group, I am ready
to take some risks. As soon I finished my recent novel, my
group members said: “Okay, when are you sending it out?”
Bring us into your secret world.... Describe your
favorite smell. What animal will you become if you’re
reincarnated? Reveal a hidden quirk.
The top of my daughter’s head is the most gorgeous
scent in the world. If I could bottle it, nobody would ever
be sad again.
Oh gosh, I want to be a big, ultra-brave, mysterious
animal that can fly, and I want humans to like me because
I’ve liked them an awful lot in this life. I Googled these
qualities and apparently the only animal that fits all of my
requirements is a flying unicorn. So, I guess, I want to be
reincarnated into a fairy tale.
If I really, truly love a book, then I have a strong
attachment to the copy I first read–it becomes “sacred” to
me. This quirk has resulted in some tense conversations
with the local librarian and some reluctance on the
part of my friends to loan me books. (For the record: I
always replace the books I adopt/steal with a brand new
non-sacred copy.) Soon after this interview, Emma signed with an agent. She
is now represented by Rebecca Strauss of Defiore Literary . . .
dream in progress!
Gail Langer Karwoski is the Athens-area Local Liaison for Southern
Breeze. Gail’s fifth novel, WHEN HURRICANE KATRINA HIT HOME,
will be published in fall. Her other published kids’ books include
“green” picture books and nonfiction. Check her out at www.
gailkarwoski.com
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Member Profile:

Denise
Plauché

Cover Illustrator
Interview by Randall Bonser
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D

enise Plauché is the illustrator of the adorable yeti
on this summer’s newsletter cover. She made time
for us between classes at Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD), where she is a graduate student.
Were you interested in art growing up?
I was always the class artist. I remember the first day of
school, I was very shy. I walked in and I saw a table with
all these crayons and piles of paper and made a bee-line to
it, and never looked up until it was time to go. I drew a
fire engine. And a fire. I still have that drawing.
And you pursued art at
Louisiana State University as an
undergraduate?
I studied graphic design. I had never
even heard of it, but as I understood, it
had something to do with illustration,
which was not offered at that school.
I actually loved it at first, but not
so much when it got into the nittygritty. Most of my design jobs out of
school were production-oriented and I
became a jack-of-many-trades, which
I liked. Then I got into newspaper
advertising design because I needed a
job, and stayed in that for more than a
decade.
Then you decided to make a change?
It had just been gnawing at me for years. I knew I was
not fulfilled in what I was doing. I was frustrated when I
would see others who were professional artists and I wasn’t
doing that, too. So I saved money to go back to school. I
started taking undergrad classes at SCAD first to rebuild
my portfolio because I was starting over from scratch.
Then I applied to the graduate program and was accepted.
What characterizes your art?
Currently the reaction seems to be that it’s “happy.” It
makes people smile and puts them in a good mood, which
is interesting because I am more subdued, prone to be
serious, as far as what you see on the outside.
A lot of the illustrations on your website
(deniseplauche.com) feature animals.
I’ve always had a love for animals and animal art. I’ve

had mostly cats so I’m very fond of cats, but I love dogs,
too. I’m probably more of a cat person personality-wise,
but I also have an inner dog. (Laughs.) I’ve had a pet bird,
a couple dogs, and a squirrel very temporarily. I’ve always
wanted to have a crow or some other unusual pet.
Has it helped you being a part of SCBWI?
Very much so. Meeting kindred folks, there are lots
of resources you can tap into. It’s nice to connect with
others who are already doing it. Going to conferences and
hearing speakers is inspiring.
Favorite illustrators and books?
The first one I can remember is
Richard Scarry. Animals doing human
things. That had a big influence on
my drawing even as a kid. I like the
team of Lane Smith, illustrator, and
John Scieszka. I love nonsense–the
writings of Edward Lear, which many
have illustrated, and the poetry and
illustrations of Calef Brown.
What advice do you have for
beginners?
This is probably not for everyone,
but it helps to go to school at a good
art school. I think there’s an advantage.
I’m learning things that might take other people longer.
If you can’t go to school, definitely join and utilize every
organization that you can. Send your work out and see
what kind of feedback it gets. Enter competitions if you
can. It gets expensive but consider it an investment.
Final words?
Never give up. It’s taken me a while to get back to
doing what I really want to do. I felt like I took a wrong
turn. Well, it wasn’t wrong. You can use whatever you’ve
done in life to your advantage. Just don’t give up. Find
a way. Every day try to do something toward your goal,
no matter how small. Don’t think of it as insignificant,
because you’re moving a step closer every day. Randall Bonser is working toward a master’s degree in writing for
children and young adults, at Hamline University. He is the ghost
author of LOSE IT FAST, LOSE IT FOREVER, a weight loss book with
the winner of “The Biggest Loser,” Season 2.
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Know Your Rights
Annie Laura Smith

Publishing Rights

E

Right of the publisher to publish a
arly in my writing career
piece anywhere, anytime,
I didn’t hesitate to sign
or multiple times
a contract with a magazine
All Rights
publication that required all
Rights forfeited for submission to
rights, which meant that I
other publishers
forfeited my right to resell
the same work in the future
Right to publish a piece
First Rights
without permission from
for the first time
the original publisher. The
publisher, however, was free
to publish the work elsewhere,
Right to publish a piece
Second Rights
multiple times after it has
any time, any place, and in
(Reprint Rights)
first been published
any format. As my career
progressed, however, I became
more circumspect about rights
Right to publish a piece once
after I discovered how many
simultaneously in different
One-time Rights
publications accept reprint
publications
(Simultaneous Rights)
rights. Now, I primarily submit
Not necessarily a first submission
my pieces for publication with
first rights.
Information about markets
Right to publish the piece
Electronic Rights
for such rights is provided in
in any electronic form
most market publications.
Check the respective guidelines
for a specific publication to ensure the magazine will
these publications are where you really want pieces to be
accept a previously submitted work. If you submit a work
published. Be aware, however, of the limitations of such
that’s already been published, include the publication and
publications, and the value of exploring markets that allow
rights information in your cover letter or at the top of
reprint submissions. your manuscript.
Annie Laura Smith has 450 print and electronic publications, including
Reprints generally do not pay as well as other rights,
six historical and contemporary novels for middle-grade, YA, and adult
but you can submit reprints to multiple publications
readers. Her biographies, SALLY RIDE and NEIL ARMSTRONG, have
just been released by Ardent Writer Press.
so the total revenue might be comparable. Don’t
completely ignore markets which require all rights if
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Joan Broerman
Book Basket
Randi Revill

A

s soon as I took my seat at Springmingle, I knew
that I would win the 2013 Joan Broerman Book
Basket! Call it a sixth sense but I had my library picked
out by Friday evening! As a new SCBWI member, I
knew that the award was an honor, but when I arrived
at Springville Road Regional Library with two donation
baskets filled with books, the smiling faces showed the
true meaning of the award. While it may seem small, a
colorful basket of shiny new books can inspire the most
indifferent young reader to give reading a try.
The Springville Road Branch of the Birmingham Public
Library is a small library that hosts big events and several
animals including two ferrets, a guinea pig, a hedgehog,
a chinchilla, a gecko, and fish. For me, Springville Road
Regional Library is my childhood stomping ground. My
brother and I lived in the apartments a few stop lights
down on Chalkville Road. When mother gave the okay,
we would skip over Five-Mile Creek, pass through Abe’s
Gas Station and burst into the library like wild little
tricksters. The poor librarians had no chance of keeping
up with us; they were old and we were slippery.

Clockwise: Randi Revill, Karnecia Williams and Justin Banger

Karnecia Williams and Justin Banger were very
appreciative of the Southern Breeze gift of twenty-one
hard cover books and sixteen soft cover books. They gave a
detailed tour of the children’s department and introduced
all of the animals by name. This small library is a staple
in the hearts and minds of adults and children alike. I
am honored to represent Southern Breeze as the Joan
Broeman Book Basket recipient and pleased to spread the
word about the sweet little library from my childhood! Randi Revill has been a closet children’s book writer for many years.
By joining Southern Breeze in 2012, and by attending regional
conferences and critique groups, she is working to complete her first
middle-grade novel.

2013/14 Southern Breeze Calendar
May - June

PAL Illustrators’ Gallery Show

Decatur, GA

June 1-30

SB Writing & Illustrating Contests Submissions Open/Close

August 2-5

SCBWI International Summer Conference

September

Deadline for submitting manuscripts for critique at wik13

October 12

wik13

Los Angeles, CA

Birmingham, AL

February 21-23 2014 SCBWI International Winter Conference

New York, NY

March 28-30

Atlanta, GA

Springmingle ‘14
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Tradewinds

A Southern Breeze Guide to wik13 Faculty
Sheri Dillard, Columnist

L

ong ago, sailors relied on trade winds to guide their
ships across the seas. We hope our Tradewinds
column will guide our Southern Breeze members on a
trip as well. It’s time to pack those bags and set a course
to Birmingham for the Writing and Illustrating for Kids
2013 (wik13) conference!
We have an impressive line-up of speakers, including
Michelle Poploff (Random House Children’s Books),
Jennifer Rofé (Andrea Brown Literary Agency), and
Heather Alexander (Dial Books for Young Readers). To get
everyone ready and excited about the conference, I asked
these talented women a few questions, ranging from what
they might be looking for in their submission piles to how
they like to be approached at a conference.

Jen Rofé, Agent
Andrea Brown Literary Agency
Jen Rofé’s favorite genre is middlegrade. “When it comes to middle-grade,
I’m open to everything. As for YA, I
especially love big, developed worlds;
mystery and intrigue; and dramatic or fun romance. As for
picture books, I’m somewhat of an extremist–I’m drawn
to super-commercial, character-driven projects, and I also
like very literary picture books with exceptional writing
(like ONCE UPON A TWICE by client Denise Doyen).
Overall, I’m always looking for fresh and distinct voices;
stories that simultaneously tug at my heartstrings and
make me laugh out loud; and ‘adorkable’ heroes.”

Michelle Poploff
Vice President, Executive Editor
Children’s Books at
Random House Children’s Books
Michelle Poploff edits middle-grade
and young adult books for Delacorte,
an imprint of Random House. While she enjoys humorous
MG and contemporary YA, she also has a soft spot for
historical fiction. “It’s all about the character,” Michelle
says. She admits she loves a “great southern voice,” and
she found a fine one in debut author Laura Golden’s
EVERY DAY AFTER. Laura (a Southern Breezer!) always
enjoyed her family’s stories of “the good ol’ days,” and
she used them as inspiration for her book. Michelle calls
this “shaking the leaves from the family tree” and says it’s
a wonderful way to brainstorm new story ideas. By the
way, Delacorte is closed to unsolicited submissions, but
conference-goers will be given information on how to
submit to Michelle, as well as other faculty.

Heather Alexander,
Associate Editor,
Dial Books for Young Readers
Heather Alexander is drawn to
outstanding writing first, as well as
characters who stand on their own. “I
keep my eye trained for things I’ve never seen before, or
a really fresh take on a classic trope. I have a particular
weakness for funny and underdogs, and I always prefer
literary to commercial. In picture books, I like quirky,
and in middle-grade, I’m looking for that cusp, when a
kid learns something that pushes them from childhood
into adolescence. In YA, I like so many things, so maybe
it’s easier to say I don’t like girls who fall in love with
creatures, time travel, or dragons. (Sometimes I like
dragons.) The thing I’d like to find most is boy YA that
will be successful in the very anti-boy YA market.”
In preparation for the wik13 conference, I asked our
faculty for tips for conference-goers who might be a
little shy about saying hello. Jen responded, “When I’m
asked this question, I’m reminded of my client Kathryn
Fitzmaurice. Kathryn attended ABLA’s Big Sur Conference
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Tradewinds

many years ago. A faculty member thought I would like
Kathryn’s writing (he was right), and so he introduced
us. However, Kathryn was so nervous about talking with
me that she avoided me for the rest of the conference! All
ended well, though, and I’ve been working with Kathryn
for many years. So, in short, don’t be nervous about
approaching an agent or other faculty at conferences.
That’s what we’re there for! Just be respectful in doing so.”
Heather agrees. “Writers are shy sometimes. I get it.
But don’t be scared to meet an editor or agent, since they
are your allies and Virgils through the bumpy publishing
landscape. These days, part of being a successful author
is not being afraid to ‘get out there’ whether that means
on social media, or on tour, or introducing yourself to an
editor or agent at a conference. As the brilliant Morrissey
says, ‘Shyness is nice, but shyness can stop you from doing
all the things in life you’d like to.’ We’re here to meet
writers. (Morrissey didn’t say that last part. But he would
have if he were an editor.)”
Michelle also loves meeting writers and illustrators at
conferences. She will often try to sit at different tables or
otherwise approach people she hasn’t met yet. And don’t
be surprised if she asks you what you’re working on. (Get
those pitches ready!) But wik13 attendees don’t have to
meet an editor, agent, or art director in order to send them
a submission. Michelle shared a story about a previous
Southern Breeze conference she attended. After hearing a
story at a First Pages session, she commented, “Gee, this
sounds like the beginning of a Gary Paulsen book. I’d love
to read more.” She thought the author might introduce
him/herself to her, but it never happened. But after the
conference, Michelle received a letter from Donny Bailey
Seagraves (another Southern Breezer!) with the first three
chapters of that story. Michelle loved it, and GONE
FROM THESE WOODS was published in August 2009.
In closing, I’ll leave you with a few more interesting
tidbits from the interviews…

Jen commented that lately, editors seem to be most
interested in chapter books. But she says there is still
continued interest in MG, “especially for boys, and
especially funny middle-grade.” She added, “This holds
true even for children’s programming–what I’ve heard
from some studio executives is that even in this medium,
they’re looking for funny, character-driven buddy shows
that are purely entertaining for children.”
Heather talked about her job as an editor. “The most
surprising thing about being an editor is that I don’t spend
all my time reading in a chintz lounge drinking tea. There
are so many other things to do: Meetings! Contracts! Flap
copy! Meetings! But I get to do it all with a remarkable
team, and I’ve learned so much more about the business
end of things than I ever didn’t know I didn’t know. I’m
honored to be a part of such a smart, cool, funny group at
Dial. They keep me striving. What more is there?”
And Michelle is hoping to see two of her current authors
(Laura and Donny) at the conference, as well as meet
many more. She loves finding new talent, new voices. Her
advice to writers: “Write what you know. Write from your
heart.”
With these knowledgeable, friendly, and helpful
professionals at the helm, we are sure to have a wonderful
time at wik13. Please join us in Birmingham on October
12, 2013. We hope to see you there! Sheri Dillard writes picture books and lives in Atlanta, with her husband
and three sons. She has become inspired by our faculty’s playful use of
words and soon hopes to “shake some leaves from her family tree” to
find “adorkable heroes” and maybe even a dragon.

Join Our Online Discussions
Our members keep each other informed through
a free online ‘listserv.’ Not on the list? Southern
Breeze members may join the listserv by
e-mailing Claudia Pearson, list moderator, at
pearsoncrz@earthlink.net.
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Soaring Successes

Awards & Accolades
Gail Langer Karwoski’s THANK YOU TREES!,
published by Kar-Ben, got terrific reviews in The New York
Times, PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, and KIRKUS.
Jo Kittinger’s THE HOUSE ON DIRTY-THIRD
STREET recently received a Christopher Award, which
celebrates books that “affirm the highest values of the
human spirit.”
Sandra Page won the Georgia Author of the Year Award
(GAYA) for her MG novel PYRAMID OF THE LOST
WORLD (Bradylane, 2012).

Books/Poetry/ Magazines
Robyn Hood Black has two poems in THE POETRY
FRIDAY ANTHOLOGY FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL,
edited by Sylvia Vardell and Janet Wong (Pomelo Books,
March 2013).
Elizabeth O. Dulemba sold her first middle-grade
novel, A BIRD ON WATER STREET, to Little Pickle
Press. E-release in October 2013, with the print release
in March 2014. Also, her article “LULA’S BREW: From
App To Print” was published in the July/August SCBWI
BULLETIN.
Laura Golden’s MG novel EVERY DAY AFTER was
released on June 11, 2013 by Delacorte Press/Random
House Children’s Books.
M. E. Hubbs’ middle-grade historical fiction, THE
SECRET OF WATTENSAW BAYOU, was published
by Blue Water Publications in March 2013.
Gail Langer Karwoski has her first book with
Capstone Press: TERRIERS, LOYAL HUNTING
COMPANIONS.
Heather Montgomery’s latest book, WILD
DISCOVERIES: WACKY NEW ANIMALS (Scholastic,
2013), is now available in book fairs, book clubs, and
through trade outlets.
Vicky Alvear Shecter signed a two-book deal with
Boyds Mill Press for her Secrets of the Ancient Gods series.
Book one, ANUBIS SPEAKS! will release in October
2013 and book two in fall 2014. Vicky is also working
with editor Cheryl Klein on a YA historical novel set in
Pompeii, slated for release in 2014. Vicky’s nonfiction
article article on Cleopatra was the lead story in
APPLESEED’S March issue.

Jo Kittinger’s THE HOUSE ON DIRTY-THIRD STREET wins the
Christopher Award.

Annie Laura Smith’s early reader biographies, SALLY
RIDE and NEIL ARMSTRONG, were recently published
by The Ardent Writer Press. Her contemporary YA novel,
FIRST PLACE, LOVE, will be released soon by Topaz
Publishing. -

Elizabeth O. Dulemba’s
article “LULA’S BREW: From
App to Print,” was published
in the July/August SCBWI
BULLETIN.
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Gallery Show Glam Time!
Elizabeth O. Dulemba

F

riday, May 24 was opening
night for our 2013 SCBWI
Southern Breeze Gallery Show
hosted at the Decatur Library by
the Georgia Center for the Book
during the Decatur Arts Festival
ArtWalk.
Ten traditionally published
illustrators showed their work in
this year’s show: Mark Braught;
Jill Dubin; Laura Freeman; Sarah
Frances Hardy; Prescott Hill;
Laura Knorr (Braught); Bill Mayer; Susan Nees; and yours
truly, Elizabeth Dulemba. Many of the artists and their
spouses were in attendance for opening night. In the above
photo, from the left are: Scott Nees; Susan Nees; Lisa
Michaels (Prescott’s wife); Prescott Hill; Laura Freeman;
me; Joe Davich of the Georgia Center for the Book; Bill
Mayer; Amy Schimler; Lee Mayer; Mark Braught; and my
hubbie, Stan.
Each framed illustration was accompanied by its
corresponding book. We munched on finger foods catered
by Badda Bing and did a sketch challenge where each
illustrator drew a few lines adding to an illustration that
ended up being...well, that’s anybody’s guess!

Each art piece was accompanied by its
corresponding book title and it came
together beautifully.

Afterwards we went to Colbeh Persian restaurant for
a fun fall apart. Peeps, good art, good food, and general
mayhem–what could be better?
The intent of the show is to impart the idea that
children’s books are indeed works of art–performance art,
which is not fully realized until being enjoyed by a reader.
And while opening night was a blast for us, the real
treasure is knowing the show will be enjoyed by thousands
of library patrons after we leave. We’re so grateful to the
Decatur Library and the Georgia Center for the Book—
the library is the perfect place to host our show! Elizabeth O. Dulemba is the Illustrator Coordinator for the
Southern Breeze SCBWI region.

We did a sketch challenge–each illustrator
draws a few lines adding to an illustration
that ends up being...well, anybody’s guess!
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When we finished with the challenge, two
young attendees decided to do their own
challenge...so cute.
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Local Events
Past Events
Carrie Cox
Seventeen people gathered for a great afternoon
Schmooze in Mobile, AL January 26. Several attendees
with inactive memberships will renew, now that there is a
local group. At least one new member will be joining the
organization. Thanks to all who came–with a special shout
out to Fleur Bradley and Karyn Wellhousen Tunks for the
great presentations.
Bonnie Herold
The Tennessee Valley area held two Schmoozes recently.
Beck McDowell, author of THIS IS NOT A DRILL,
spoke about her recent young adult release. Heather
L. Montgomery, author of WILD DISCOVERIES:
WACKY NEW ANIMALS, shared research tips and
tricks.
Cathy Hall
On May 4, Cathy Hall hosted the “Agent Pitch,
Practice, and Learn Workshop.” Attendees brought
their pitch and/or query to the Five Forks Library in

Lawrenceville, GA where they learned tips of the trade
from one of our own Breezers, Sally Apokedak. Sally is
an agent with the Leslie H. Stobbe Literary Agency and
shared her journey as well as her expertise.
Louisiana/Mississippi Region:
June 15, Monthly Meeting, University of New Orleans,
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Skyped with nonfiction author
Kelly Milner Halls. The Louisiana/Mississippi region holds
monthly meetings on the third Saturday of every month.
For more information, visit http://scbwi-louisiana.org/
The region will also be sponsoring a booth at the Louisiana
Book Festival in Baton Rouge on November 3.
Upcoming events
Tennessee Valley Area:
On August 21, Russ Nelson, author of YA novels
TEACH ME, DAYS OF LITTLE TEXAS, BREATHE
MY NAME, and THROAT, will present a Schmooze
in the Huntsville, AL area. Details will be posted on the
Southern Breeze listserv.

Southern Breeze Takes
Book Festival by Storm

I

n April, eleven Southern
Breezers presented sessions at
the 46th Annual Fay B. Kaigler
Children’s Book Festival. We
represented about one quarter
of the faculty! Our authors and
illustrators weren’t the only ones
storming through Hattiesburg,
though–a tornado interrupted the
festival. The announcements of
the 2013 Ezra Jack Keats Book
Awards were put on hold while
attendees huddled in the stairwell.
Fortunately, the storm passed and

Leaders from the Southern Breeze and the
Louisiana/Mississippi regions had to wait out a
tornado in the stairwell during the Kaigler Festival.
Fortunately, the storm passed by without incident.
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the ceremonies continued.
Breezers rubbed elbows with
award winners including Grace Lin,
Wendell Minor, Jon Scieszka, and
Ted and Betsy Lewin, and librarians
learned about the gifted speakers
available throughout our region.
If you did not attend, you would
be proud of the reception hosted by
Southern Breeze for Jon, a widely
acclaimed author, who spoke about
the value of author and illustrator
visits in schools. -
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Sketchbook

Escape creative
isolation and
explore new
environments
to keep fresh.

Sketch by Prescott Hill

Michael Allen Austin

T

empted by this idea, Southern
Breeze members followed their
curiosity and were rewarded with a trip
into one of the last (and largest) horse farms within
Atlanta, during the May
Southern Breeze SketchBook Event. Inside the
fresh hay-scented barn
of Little Creek Farm, the
swish of horses’ tails, the
clink of tack in motion,
and the nudging of
wiggling horse noses from
behind stall rails offered
Michael Austin and
illustrators and writers
Elizabeth Dulemba
the opportunity to make
creative studies based on their own up-close experiences.
Little Creek Farm is made up of 40 acres of fields,
woods, a historic bridge, a barn, and, of course, horses.
During the Civil War, exhausted troops and cavalry
horses camped along the banks of the creek that still runs
through the property.
Although rain was part of the atmosphere during the
Sketch-Book Event, there is an indoor ring with riders,
forty-six stalls with horses, and even a barn cat. Together,
these provided plenty of prospects for sketching, writing,
and overall creative inspiration. A highlight was the sight
of the senior horse with no front teeth, whose tongue
flapped outside of his lips while he carried his rider around
the arena.

Afterwards, the group went for lunch at Raging Burrito
in Decatur Square. Sketch books were passed around
and discussion began to take
interesting turns towards new
sources of inspiration, where
plans for the next Sketch-Book
Event in the late summer/early
fall began to develop. -

Kimberly Younger Austin
and friend

Along with coordinating Southern
Breeze Sketch Book events, Michael
Allen Austin is the illustrator of ten
picture books including his latest,
COWPOKE CLYDE and DIRTY DAWG.

Elizabeth Dulemba and Prescott Hill sketch stalled occupants.
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Local
Liaisons:

A Click Away!
Ask about
Critique Groups
& Events
Warning
The SCBWI membership list is for
members only. Use of our roster to
solicit manuscript submissions is entirely
unauthorized. Our region has been
vulnerable to such violations of members’
privacy. To protect yourself, obtain
as much information about unfamiliar
publishers or agencies as you can. Ask
publishers for a catalog, who distributes
their books, and in what bookstores
you can find them. Ask agencies which
authors and illustrators they represent,
what published books they have placed,
and with which publishers. Legitimate
businesses will respond without
hesitation. SCBWI recommends that
members be wary of publishers who
either ask for a fee or who hold out the
promise of publication provided the writer
works with a specified literary agent or
editor who requests a fee.

illustration by Shanda McCloskey

Alabama
Birmingham 			
Irene Latham 		
irene@irenelatham.com
Gulf Shores 			
Chris Bailey 		
crb.writer@gmail.com
Huntsville 			
Bonnie Herold 		
bherold51@gmail.com
Mobile 			
Carrie Cox 		
wonderwegian@gmail.com
Montgomery 			
Doris Jean Peak 		
willdj507@bellsouth.net
Muscle Shoals 			Sheila Renfro		sheilabrenfro@comcast.net

Georgia
Athens 			
Gail Karwoski 		
gailkarwoski@hotmail.com
Atlanta (Intown) 		
Sheri Dillard 		
thedillard5@yahoo.com
Augusta 			Sherri Rivers		SJRivers@knology.net
Carrollton (Co-Contacts)
David Green 		
david.green@carrollcountyschools.com
				
Beverly Bruemmer
mermaid4@bellsouth.net
Cobb 				Sally Apokedak		sally@sally-apokedak.com
Conyers/Decatur 		
John Witkowski		
sumojon@hotmail.com
Gainesville 			
Paula Puckett* 		
shesails2@aol.com
Lawrenceville/Lilburn/Tucker Cathy C. Hall		
cathyhall55@hotmail.com
				
Debra Tiefel Mayhew
debra@debramayhew.com
Macon 			
Melanie Jones 		
Ramhomes2000@yahoo.com
Newnan 			
Kimberly Campbell
georgiacampbells@aol.com
North Fulton 			
Stephanie Moody
MoodyViews@BellSouth.net
Ocilla/Tifton 			
Tracey Cox 		
traceymcox@yahoo.com
Rome 				
Kathi Sprayberry
spraybkc@windstream.net
Savannah 			
Catharine Varnedoe*
cevarnedoe@aol.com

Florida Panhandle
Tallahassee 			

Ann Morrow 		

				* = illustrator
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annmorrow@comcast.net
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Southern Breeze Is Growing!

Come on...

Be a
Show
Off!

New Members
ALABAMA
Adger
Anniston
Athens
Birmingham

Dauphin Island
Decatur
Enterprise
Gulf Shores
Hoover
Huntsville
Irondale
Jemison
Madison
Montgomery

(...You know you
want to.)
There are lots of opportunities
for members to show off!
In addition to our regular
articles, columns, and soaring
successes, each issue will
highlight several members
with interviews. If you are a
writer, you have the chance
to interview a fellow member
and include your byline, or be
selected to be interviewed! If
you are an illustrator, you may
submit work to be considered
for the cover or for the interior
of the newsletter.
For all submission guidelines,
see our website.

www.southern-breeze.net

Elizabeth Jane Kitchens
Margaret Tarleton*
Katie Clark
Tamara Nicole Canup-Graves*
Evan Albritton
Kim Paige Maddox
Rebecca McCary Parish
Mary Esther Stockard*
Carrie Dixon Riley*
Algeria Q. Mores
Kenneth Baugher
Helena Henningan*
Elizabeth Patterson
Donna Garner Arcara
Susan Knowleds*
Rie Allen Linton*
Matthew Layne
Allyson B. Folmar
Karen Evonne Sipps
Joseph David

FLORIDA
Welcome to all Panhandle members
(many of whom are long-standing
SCBWI members)!
Crestview

Amanda Zagaruyka
Anna Zagaruyka
Fort Walton
Sheryl Hartwell
Martha Zimmerman*
Havana
Regina Lewis
Marianna
Nikole Bethea
Mary Esther
Jennifer Slack*
Milton
Heidi Frances Belanger
Miramar Beach James Wallace
Navarre
Donna Malies		
Margaret LeBeau
Niceville
Lauri Corkum
Suzanne Ellen Purvis
Pace
Mari Krueger
Santa Rosa Beach Andrea Elizabeth Firmin

GEORGIA
Alpharetta

Rosanne Lynn Barnett
Judi H. Dammann
Athens
Roberta Desio Cooper
Mehmet Gultekin
Atlanta
Andre Bogdan Barbic
Katharine Dwyer
Jill Meimark
Carolyn Evereteze
Amy Holmes Martin
Cecylia Arzeweski
Jennifer Anderson
Austell
LaCreita Prather
Barnesville
Nancy C. Butts
Canton
Debra Ann Byrd*
Dacula
Peggy Anne Chippeaux
Duluth
Pam Logan
Dunwoody
Era Michelle Erling*
Ellabell
Bryan Woods
Fairburn
Lisa Lynne Bates
Grovetown
Rachel Marie Lulich
Jefferson
Sheryl Lynn Munch
Johns Creek
Tabitha Das
Lawrenceville
Kate Hlava
Lithonia
Faith Knight
Marietta
Kayla Marie Whaley
Frances Ohanenye
Alaine N. Edmondson
Taylor Higdon
Monroe
Connie Dotterer
Norcross
Sarah Anna Brown
Thanhthao Tuyen Lam*
Roswell
Betsy Kirbo
Heather Justine Lund*
Kevin A. Springer
Savannah
Allan Drummond*
Mary C. Sullivan*
Ashley Pope
Daniella Willett-Rabin*
Stone Mountain Stephanie Fordmyers*
Sugar Hill
Bruce Bonnie
Suwanee
Rory Thomas Powers*
Toccoa
Jessica N. Beeman
Tucker
Jalane Marie Rolader
Leigh Inman Lowman
* Denotes illustrators

NOTE: wik13 will be October 11-12, 2013.
To take advantage of more reasonable hotel rates, we are moving
from our traditional third weekend of October (which happens to be a
Talladega race weekend in 2013). Your checkbooks say, “Thanks!”
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